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In this new and vastly expanded edition, Cartomancy in Folk Witchcraft offers readers a well-

sourced and practical guide to the witch’s card-based arts, unifying the realms of Marseille

tarot and playing card divination and magic. Exploring the cards as a book of occult art

authored by the Devil himself and drawing on cartomantic and folk-magical texts from

hundreds of years in the past, this work is designed to serve as both guide and inspiration,

allowing cartomancers to build on the lessons through their own experiments over time.

Innovative approaches to old traditions in this volume include unique spreads, such as the

“witch’s table,” advanced reading techniques, and rarely detailed methods of cartomantic craft,

including Leland’s Aradian spirit conjuration, card-based sigilization and incantatory formulae,

and ritual card pairings for sabbats and seasons. Newly included in this expanded edition are

detailed card-by-card descriptions for both playing cards and Marseille tarot cards, a full

chapter devoted to analyzing patterns in the tarot sequence, and an exploration of games and

play using cards in order to develop budding skills in reading. The sound approaches in

Cartomancy in Folk Witchcraft offer a corpus of transferrable lessons that can be utilized with

any playing card deck or old-style tarot deck alike, emphasizing skillful pattern discernment

over keywords and memorization.Roger J. Horne is a writer, folk witch, and modern animist. He

is also the author of A Broom at Midnight, Folk Witchcraft, and The Witch’s Art of Incantation.

His personal spiritual practice is informed by the magical currents of Scottish cunning craft and

Appalachian herb-doctoring. Through his writing, Horne seeks to help other witches rediscover

the living traditions of folk craft and connect to their own sacred initiatory threads of lore, land,

and familiar spirit. Read more about his work at rogerjhorne.com.

A.H. Almaas presents "the holy ideas" that are the spiritual realities of the nine personality

types that the Enneagram reflects. For those unfamiliar with the Enneagram, he includes an

introduction to the structure of psychological typecasting rediscovered by Oscar Ichazo,

founder of the Arica School, who gives this book its high credentials by having written the

Foreword. While other books on the subject explain the different characteristics and behaviors

of each of the nine fixations or types, Almaas expounds here on how the disconnection from

each holy idea leads to the development of its corresponding fixation. Then he provides keys to

unlock them. For example, the "seven" type's holy idea is "holy wisdom," which Ichazo defines

as "The awareness that reality exists as a succession of moments, each experienced as the

present, and that it is only by existing in the present that the constant unfolding of the Cosmos

can be experienced ... can real work be done, and results achieved." --Randall Cohan --This

text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Review"Lucid, precise and

infinitely helpful to seekers everywhere. I heartily recommend Facets of Unity to Enneagram

enthusiasts, to my own students of inner knowing, and to followers of every spiritual tradition."—

Helen Palmer, author of The Enneagram"Serious students of the Enneagram will find much of

value in this book. . . . The Holy Ideas can be highly challenging material, but Almaas presents

them with clarity, thoroughness, and grace such that we can all gain a taste of the deeper

truths of this remarkable system."—Don Richard Riso and Russ Hudson, authors of

Personality Types --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the

AuthorA. H. Almaas is the pen name of Hameed Ali, the Kuwaiti-born originator of the Diamond

Approach, who has been guiding individuals and groups in Colorado, California, and Europe



since 1976. He is the author of Spacecrusier Inquiry, The Pearl Beyond Price, Facets of Unity,

the five-volume Diamond Heart series, and other books. --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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you now hold in your hands is inspired by the tradition of literature from the mid-1800s detailing

cartomantic operations, including works such as Mother Bunch's Golden Fortune-Teller (1857),

The New Fortune Book or Conjurer's Guide (1850), and The Spaewife or Universal Fortune-

Teller (1827). In the age of these concise books, now long passed, the reader could explore a

variety of cartomantic methods and rhyming mnemonics without spending a fortune. Their

methods were simple and accessible to all, designed for use by common folk. Anyone could

pick up a deck of cards and begin to explore the subtle arts of cartomancy. In the spirit of this

tradition, this work is intended to be both clear and practical.Today, one can find any number of

oracle decks in a variety of themes and art styles, so why should the modern witch bother to

train in the discipline of old folk cartomancy? Put simply, folk cartomancy offers us a

connection to our past and to arts that are skill-based rather than product-based, cunning

rather than consumerist. By learning these methods and approaches, the witch can read with

cards in a variety of styles, including the elusive tarot minors in unillustrated decks like the

Marseille tarot. The history of folk cartomancy is old and rich indeed.In fact, evidence suggests

the existence of diverse folk-magical practices involving cards long before the modern tarot

systems we know today, which are largely influenced by 20th century occultists like Arthur

Edward Waite and Aleister Crowley. Huson (2004) notes that La Spagna Istoriata, published in

1519, makes reference to making a circle and “throwing the cards.” Pierre de l’Ancre (1622)

notes the use of cards to forge pacts with devils. In Witchcraft and the Inquisition in Venice,

1550-1650, Martin (1989) describes alleged witches Angela and Isabella Bellochio, who

supposedly used cards extensively in their rites. Leland’s (1899) collection of Italian folklore

published as Aradia: The Gospel of the Witches of Italy lists the ability to “divine by cards” as a

gift given to those who follow the path of witchcraft. Unfortunately, the practitioners who

belonged to these currents of cartomancy were not so fortunate as to bequeath their work in

the form of a cohesive tradition. Instead, it is up to us to reconstruct their wisdom from the

fragments we collect like jewels.In the spirit of the lore in this tradition, this book makes

unapologetic reference to those dark spirits and powers associated with witches in centuries

past. This is common stuff in folkloric and traditional currents of the craft, and the seemingly

diabolical elements of this volume’s practices should be interpreted through the lens of the

folkloric Devil rather than the biblical one, for these figures are, in fact, quite distinct. A more

complete discussion of these underpinnings and their importance is provided in my previous

work, Folk Witchcraft: A Guide to Lore, Land, and the Familiar Spirit for the Solitary Practitioner.

In any case, in my personal practice, I have found that so-called “dark” entities are often

misunderstood and can be kind and powerful allies when approached with good manners and

common sense. These two principles are, in fact, good advice for most things related to

witchcraft.This little book, reader, is a love letter to the folk-cartomantic literature tradition, to

the art of playing cards and Marseille tarot cards themselves, and to the pursuit of the deep

wisdom in those images that have been called “the Devil's picture-book." May the doors to that

wisdom be ever open to you. May you find inspiration for your own practice in these

pages.Understanding the CardsThe first lines of the following rhyme introduce the deck of



playing cards as a book authored by the Devil himself. According to Nigel Jackson (2016), it

was John Northbrooke in 1519 who described cards used to play games as “an invention of

the Deuill.” One wonders whether Northbrooke did the Devil injury or service, though, since the

association of Old Nick with games and cards only further emphasized his free and fun-loving

nature in folklore. Our opening rhyme is written in this spirit, and in the spirit of the numerous

rhyming mnemonic devices of folk-divinatory traditions.The Devil’s Picture-Book:A Cartomantic

Mnemonic �Fifty-two the pages count �in the Devil’s picture-book: �thirteen signs within four suits �of

blood, knife, stone, and crook. �Blood to cherish loved ones; �a knife to joys divide; �stone to keep

all treasures; �a crook to firmly guide. �Ace to start the journey, �and two to make a pair; �three, a

sapling growing, �and four, a stable chair. �Five to throw the carriage, �and six to gather grain; �seven

spelling wickedness, �and eight to take the reins. �Nine, a cornucopia, �and ten, completion’s

crown;A joker in the book makes jest �at Fate’s wheel spinning round. �Jacks are ever-learning, �

and queens are ever-wise. �Kings seek to gain power, �by force and might to rise.Although the

aces, twos, threes, and fours are similar in nature here to Dawn Jackson's (n.d.) attributions in

her fine poem, “For the Witch of Poor Memory,” which has introduced so many witches to the

arts of cartomancy, my own approach differs on most points based on my own preferences and

experiences as a reader. �The common deck of playing cards includes twelve court or “face”

cards (jacks, queens, and kings), numbered cards from one to ten in four suits, and

(sometimes) jokers. If we do not count the jokers due to their unique nature in the deck, that

leaves a total of thirteen cards in each suit, the number of moons in a year and a special sign

associated with the work of witches. In the witch-lore collected by Davis (1975) in his volume

titled The Silver Bullet, American witches were said to gather on Friday the thirteenth to work

charms and craft special tools.Having evolved from the same source as our modern deck of

playing cards, the Marseille Tarot is similar in structure, being composed again of four suits:

cups, swords, rods, and coins. These are simply alternate variations of the hearts, spades,

clubs, and diamonds seen in the playing card suits. Unlike modern iterations of tarot that utilize

illustrated minor cards, the Marseille tarot, which predates Arthur Edward Waite’s system, is

designed quite simply and minimally, allowing cartomancers to utilize their understanding of

suit-number combinations and their intuition when performing readings. In addition, we have in

the Marseille tarot the addition of the knight to the sequence of court cards and the addition of

the twenty-two cards known as the trump sequence, each depicting an earthly power, a

spiritual truth, or a principle by which we may flourish or fail in our various endeavors. We shall

explore the trumps, also called the “major arcana,” more thoroughly in a devoted chapter since

this progression of powers is complex and is worth examining on its own.Whether working with

playing cards or the tarot of Marseille, each number in a suit’s sequence represents a

convergence of forces. The number of the card represents one thing, and the suit itself

represents another; together, they form an alignment of associations that renders a fuller

picture. We will explore these convergences in more detail shortly, but for the sake of example,

the four represents a stabilization of forces, while the heart (blood) represents love. Brought

together in the four of hearts (or four of cups in Marseille), these might represent feelings of

home, family, and being safe and grounded. Positioned negatively, this card might also

represent feelings of boredom or entrapment in a stale relationship. Reading suit-number

convergences is a bit like alchemy, but over time, interpreting these connections will become

second-nature to the practiced witch.While the number cards convey situations, the face cards

convey personalities associated with motivations, goals, and desires. Each member of a royal

family is driven by a particular pursuit, and this want, in conjunction with their suit, defines their

character. This method differs substantially from other cartomantic approaches that would



identify kings as men and queens as women, and this is for good reason. Because each face

card is a personality, it would be incredibly limiting to identify those qualities as only belonging

to one gender. Moreover, the querent (the one for whom the reading is being conducted) may

express multiple qualities within them, and this is how the face cards can be read most

effectively: as aspects or personalities that make up part of the querent’s whole character

rather than literal persons in a querent’s life (though, conversely, they may also signify just that,

depending on position and the reader’s intuition).The jokers belong in a class of their own

outside of the cartomantic system. While most decks of playing cards today come with two

jokers, this is only a fairly recent addition, historically speaking, so historic reproduction decks

modeled after cards published before the 1900s will most likely not include this card. If the

reader chooses to use jokers, they are not altogether dissimilar to The Fool of the tarot’s major

arcana, though with the additional connotations of a wild and unpredictable force, one best met

with humor and a sense of adventure. The character depicted on many joker cards is derived

by the carnival tradition of the King of Fools, and reaching even further back in time, to the

Saturnalian reversal of caste roles and power structures. The joker can pose serious

challenges, but he is, at heart, a trickster, and as such, can be seen as a devilish fingerprint left

upon the playing card deck, Old Scratch’s cameo appearance within his own picture book.Red

and Black Cards �The playing card deck is typically two-colored, and all cards in the deck can be

divided between red and black. Though the illustrations in the Marseille tarot are more

nuanced, we can still read similarities between rods and swords (clubs and spades), which are

weaponry, and cups and coins (hearts and diamonds), which are meant to be consumed. It is

in this divergence that we see echoes of old witch-lore and folkloric paganisms of the past,

specifically to do with the mythic theme that has been called the “Oak King and Holly King”

trope. We will return to a more in-depth analysis of this symbolism in a later portion of this

book, but for now, let us explore how these two colors influence readings. �It is often the case

that cartomantic systems reduce cards to “good” or “bad,” but the problem with this reduction is

two-fold: on the one hand, we risk projecting self-fulfilling prophecies of doom or boon upon the

querent. On the other hand, we miss out on recognizing challenges appearing in card patterns

as invitations for growth and change. �Red and black cards, rather, are best read as a spectrum

balance of restoration and challenge. An abundance of red cards, which have to do with

relationships and assets, can indicate a period of retreat and introspection in order to restore

inner power and well-being. A wealth of black cards, which typically represent power dynamics

and difficult trials, can indicate a phase of outward reaching, of meeting challenges head-on,

and of being willing to change direction in order to respond to outside forces. As we will see,

many red cards can still indicate pain and suffering, and many black cards can indicate joy and

fulfillment. Rather than viewing cards as “bad” or “good,” we can instead view each as complete

and complex in and of itself. Even so, a predominance of color can and should help set the

tone of the reading as one in which the querent should be reaching outward or inward.The

Four Suits �With the exception of jokers, the deck is divided into four suits: hearts or cups

(identified in our rhyme as blood), spades or swords (knives), diamonds or coins (stones), and

clubs or rods (crooks). Each of these represents an aspect of the querent’s life. �Hearts speak to

relationships, friendships, family, love, and our connections to others. These relationships can

be fraught or harmonious, depending on the iteration of the number signs. An overwhelming

presence of hearts in a reading signifies that relationships are at the heart of the matter at

hand. �Spades are the most difficult suit. They represent challenges, trials, troubles, and conflict.

Conversely, since it is only by suffering the new and unknown that we are able to grow, they

represent evolution and learning. If many spades are on the table in a reading, the querent may



be facing a particularly rough patch. This is best met with an openness to change and

willingness to learn. �Diamonds are assets, but this can be a tricky suit. We typically think of

assets as monetary or physical in nature, but this is often not the case. Our assets are the

treasures we’ve acquired, both literal and figurative. For many of us, our intellect, skills, and

learning can be our assets. For particularly manipulative, scheming persons, people can even

be considered assets. What the querent considers their “treasures” may be open to

interpretation. If the reading is overrun with diamonds, this is a time to think carefully about the

resources at one’s disposal and to use them wisely, whatever they may be. �Clubs speak to

power and influence and those endeavors associated with these parts of life. Most people

encounter power dynamics most frequently in a work environment through interactions with

supervisors and subordinates, but power dynamics can also be encountered in legal matters,

social situations, and creative projects. Whereas the hearts concern how people feel, clubs

concern how people are put to work, how their effort is driven. A mass of clubs in a reading

might signify ambitions at work.Numerical Influences �The bulk of the deck is made up of

numbered cards. These iterations of one through ten speak to various circumstances in life that

may express themselves through each of the suits. The skilled reader will be keen to observe

that these powers may express themselves in a multitude of ways; rather than trying to

memorize concrete circumstances like divorce or illness in association with a particular card, it

is wise to consider the transforming current that underlies such an event and how that numeric

force may express itself in each of the suits in various ways. �The aces most frequently

represent beginnings or invitations. Depending on the position of this card in the spread, the

querent may be invited to embrace a new chapter in life. The ace of diamonds, for instance,

could represent a new financial opportunity or an opportunity to begin acquiring a new “asset”

of some kind, which can often refer to a skill. In a negative or “releasing” position, this card may

indicate the need to let go of a fledgling idea that just isn’t going to come to fruition. Many aces

indicate a wealth of new opportunities, but also a lack of grounding and connection to what

came before. The querent may benefit from connecting new efforts to old ones so as not to

throw the baby out with the bath-water. �The twos speak to pairings and partnerships. Most

often, this involves two people, but it may also describe a querent experiencing ambivalence

between two perspectives within themselves. For example, the two of hearts most frequently

describes a relationship that is kind and loving (though not always). The two of spades might

indicate a partnership or collaborative effort fraught with adversity and pain. A great many twos

in a spread might signal the feeling of being stretched between many people demanding

attention. �Three points form a triangle, the first stable shape that is also upward-reaching.

Threes usually indicate a period of learning and exploration of some kind. Something is coming

into its own and taking root, and the nature of that something will tell us if this is a favorable or

unfavorable card. The three of clubs, for instance, may reveal a querent with social or

occupational status on the rise. Depending on the position, it may also represent an

opportunity for growth. A plethora of threes may tell us the querent is growing in many

directions at once and might benefit from prioritizing efforts. In general, this is a favorable card

and is sometimes referred to as the first of the “three harmonies,” which also include the six

and the nine. �The four, like a square made up of four points and four lines connecting them,

represents stability. This can be positive if it represents something in which we desire stability,

but it can also represent a state of stasis or stagnation. The four of diamonds can indicate

financial stability, which is almost always a good thing; the four of spades represents a problem

that simply won’t go away, and this is rarely desirable. Challenges are necessary to feel alive,

and the presence of too many fours can indicate a querent who feels “stuck.” �The five topples



the structure of the four. It is the first mobile shape: the pentagon. In the four, we have perfect

symmetry; the five ruins this by throwing something unexpected into the mix. Fives

communicate challenges and surprises, an element of chaos. The five of clubs might mean the

destabilization of something at one’s workplace or profession that requires a new approach.

The five of hearts can indicate a potentially troublesome change in a relationship. Although the

five is one of two discord cards (the other discord being the seven), the five is the lesser of the

two and usually represents a challenge that can be overcome. These are often moments of

learning and growth disguised as unpleasant circumstances. The five is best met with courage

and flexibility, a willingness to try something new. �In the six, we return to the symmetry of the

four, but now, we have sufficient points to form a cube, a shape that is three-dimensional,

stable, and full of harmony. Something is not only growing, but ready to be harvested. It has

finally taken form. This is often related to an effort sown in the querent’s past. For example, the

six of diamonds may signal that a past debt of some kind is about to be repaid or an

investment of time and effort returned. A great deal of sixes in a spread may be a strong

suggestion that the querent seize opportunities now before they rot on the vine. The harvest

cannot wait. This is the second of the three cards referred to as “the three harmonies,” and it is

usually a good sign. �The seven brings us to the more sinister of the cards known as the “two

discords.” Although the five represented a challenging surprise, the seven’s offering is

poisonous and wicked. Here lies cruelty, malice, and selfish impulse at the expense of others.

This is not an opportunity, but a trap. If the numerical force of the six formed a harmonious

cube, this is a box with something dreadful tucked inside. Faced with an overwhelming number

of sevens, the querent may feel anxious, but rest assured that the wickedness of the seven can

almost always be weathered or overcome. If many sevens are here, now is a time to be on the

lookout for malice and to treat others with an extra measure of kindness, just in case the

wickedness of this card is unintentionally our own. �Eights are like wheels. They bring

movement, change, and journeys. The force of the eight in the suit of hearts can be

exhilarating with its suggestion of new infatuations and sexual exploits; the eight of diamonds

less so, especially for a querent already nervous about finances. If too many of these unruly

eights turn up in a spread, the querent might be encouraged to slow down and consider

carefully before acting. �At last, we come to the nine. Here we encounter the final iteration of the

“three harmonies.” In the six, we were able to reap previously sown efforts; in the nine, we have

a bounty greater than we could have hoped for. This is the sudden windfall, the unforeseen

romance, the remission of disease. It’s always more than we feel we deserve, and this is the

strange challenge of the nine: feeling worthy. It’s harder than it sounds. Can the querent release

enough defensiveness, doubt, and insecurity to accept the gift of the nine? For many people,

especially those who have experienced trauma, joy and success can be terrifying things. If

we’re too rigid and callous, lady luck may simply move on to the next lucky person. So much for

our happy ending. �The ten is a fascinating card because it represents both the culmination of a

suit and an ending, much akin to a kind of graduation. Something has been completed, and

though it will always be a part of us, we must turn our attention towards something new to

avoid becoming ghosts of our past. It can also represent finally arriving at a goal or at the

pinnacle of some peak we once set out to climb. Too many tens in a spread can indicate grief

for something that is now finished. Trying to hold on to it will only result in pain and

entrapment.The Royal FamiliesAs previously noted, each of the face cards in the playing card

deck represents a personality that is often an aspect of the querent. Depending on position, the

querent may be counseled to embrace or release a particular power within themselves.Jacks

or knaves, conveyed as pages in Marseille, represent learning and seeking. The jack is on a



journey to become something and is willing to embrace vulnerability and fallibility in order to

learn. The jack is imperfect, but accepts that as part of growth. He is also the most joyful and

enraptured of the face cards because he sees the force of his particular suit with fresh and

unjaded eyes.Queens represent wisdom, craft, and cunning. Although the king imagines

himself to be the most mighty, it is the queen who pulls the strings behind the scenes. She can

see what lies ahead and is perceptive of others’ emotions and intentions. She relies on her

experience and shrewd sensibilities to make wise choices. This wisdom may express itself as

ice-cold manipulation in the spades suit or as insightful empathy in the hearts suit. Because

she is more inclined to thinking and talking, the queen can sometimes lack motivation and

effort.
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